1* Introduction* ikf-functions were introduced by G. Darbo [1] and R. Jerrard [5] as a generalization of continuous functions between topological spaces. They are weighted, finitely-valued functions with a property corresponding to that of usual continuity. In [1] and [5] it was shown that ordinary singular homolόgy groups for compact polyhedra are actually m-homotopy type invariants. In [6] it was shown that m-homotopy type is a stronger invariance than homotopy type in the sense that two spaces may have different homotopy types but the same m-homotopy type. R. Schultz [8] has noted that mhomology differs from singular homology on some compact metric spaces. It has also been brought to our attention that in a If 75 letter, G. Bredon indicated a method of proving that m-homotopy classes of PL m-functions on finite complexes are in 1 -1 correspondence with chain homotopy classes of chain maps. His approach is quite different from the one used in this paper. Here we define mhomotopy groups (actually JS-modules) and give some of their properties. We show that for a compact polyhedron, the nth. singular homology group and the nth m-homotopy group are actually isomorphic.
We show, for example, that the nth m-homotopy group has a natural definition as mπ n (Y) -hom (S n , Y) in a certain category of m-functions, which is an iϋ-module under the addition of m-functions defined below. This addition turns out to be the extension to mfunctions of the usual product in homotopy groups. Since hom(X, Y) is always an i?-module in this category, we see that m-homotopy groups (and hence singular homology groups) are special cases of the ϋί-module hom(X, Y), which is a joint m-homotopy (and topological) invariant of X and Y.
Next we show that m-homotopy theory is a homology theory by proving it satisfies the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms [4] . The excision axiom is of special interest since it completely fails to hold for usual homotopy. It is proven to hold in m-homotopy theory by introducing several combinatorial lemmas ( §4).
There is a connection between the results here and the DoldThom theorem [2] 2* MΛunctions* We give below a brief definition of m-functions. For motivation we refer the reader to [5] .
Let X and Y be Hausdorff spaces and R a ring with identity and without zero divisors (in most examples R = Z or R). Suppose we are given that:
( i ) /: X^ Y is a multiple-valued function such that each f{x) is a finite or empty subset of Y,
(ii) f:XxY-+R is a, (standard) function which defines / as a subset of X x Y by / = c\{(x, y)\f(x, y) Φ 0}, and (iii) for any xeX and any open set VαY such that dV Π f(X) = 0 there exists a neighborhood Z7 of x such that for a?' e U,
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Then an m-function (denoted just by /) is / together with the weighting factor determined by the defining function f. The multiplicity of / is m(f) = Σirer/0&, y)\ it is independent of x if X is connected.
The empty m-function, denoted by 0 is defined by 0:1x7-> 0. Any continuous function can be regarded as an m-function by assiging it multiplicity one. The composition of /: X-+Y and g: Y -• Z is defined by g°f(x, z) = Σ*er/0&> 2/)^(l/, s)» so HausdorfF spaces and m-functions over R form a category R-T2, with T2 as a subcategory. Any two m-f unctions may be added: / + g is defined by / + g = / + </. Also, if α 6 R we define the m-function αf by α/= α/. Then hom(X, Y) is an i2-module and there are functors hom( , Z) and hom(Z, ):i2-Γ2->(i2 modules). The restriction of /: X-*F to a subset iclis defined by f\A = /oΐ when ΐ is the inclusion i: A->X An m-function F: X x I-*Y is an m-homotopy between i^|Xx{0} and JF|XX{1} (denoted by -m ). One can form m-homotopy classes of m-f unctions and these preserve the ring structure, that is,
We shall work primarily in the category R 0 -phT2 of pointed pairs of Hausdorff spaces and m-homotopy classes of m-functions over R of multiplicity zero, together with its hom-sets (they are iϋ-modules) and its hom-functors (see [7] ). An m-function on pointed pairs /: Proof. We know from the pointedness condition that f(x Q , y) = 0 if y Φ y 0 , and then from the zero multiplicity that f(x 0 , y 0 ) = 0. Thus x 0 has no image points of nonzero multiplicity and /1 x 0 = 0. A similar argument gives the second conclusion, and the converses are trivial.
Working only with m-functions of zero multiplicity entails almost no loss of generality. To any given m-function of multiplicity a e R can be added the constant m-f unction of multiplicity ( -a) and image y Q to get an m-f unction of multiplicity zero which is the representative of the given m-f unction in R 0 -phT2.
3* M-homotopy groups. In this section we define m-homotopy groups and the subsidiary concepts of boundary operator and induced homomorphism. We also obtain the surprising result that the usual product [/] [#] of two group elements is actually m-homotopic to [/ + #]> the addition defined in §2. Thus the group operation is addition and m-homotopy groups turn out to be hom-sets in R QphT2, which are JS-modules. Before defining the group operation, we note the following implications of our above definition and Lemma 2.1:
e mπ n (X, A), then / has multiplicity zero in every path component of X.
( Then fg = fι + #i and so fg=f 1 + g 1 We need only prove that / ~m/i and g ~mg x .
The proofs are similar; we give the first. Consider the family of homeomorphisms d τ :
given by 2^(6, t, τ) = / o d T for ί^r and 2^(6, t, r) = 0 for t > τ carries /(τ = 0) to
We extend the group operation to dimension zero by using mfunction addition as the operation there also. 4* Three lemmas about boxes* In order to prove the excision axiom, we introduce several definitions and lemmas. By an ^-dimensional box we mean the Cartesian product of n (orthogonal) compact line segments. By a &-face of a box, we mean any sub-box which is formed by taking the product of k of the original segments and replacing the remaining n -k segments by (in each case) either endpoint. If T is a collection of boxes, we let O(T)(E(T)) be the subcollection of those boxes of odd (even) dimension. | | represents the cardinality of a set. LEMMA 
Let t be a proper k-face of an n-dimensional box, V, and let T be the set of faces of V containing t. Then |O(Γ)| = \E(T)\
Proof We may assume that V -J*. Note that a face of V is then determined by an ordered w-tuple where the entries are chosen from among /, 0, and 1.
Let t correspond to an w-tuple consisting of Jc entries of / and (n -k) entries of a single point, 0 or 1. Choosing an m-face containing t is equivalent to choosing (m -k) of the (n -k) positions consisting of a single point, to be replaced by I. So we must show that
where k^m^n .
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This is equivalent to showing that Σβoddί ζ) = Σ βvβnί ^ J, for r = n -k, 0 ^ s ^ r. One sees that this is true by considering (x-1)* = Σ ( r W" e -Σί r V r~s , for x = l.
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Now suppose /* is subdivided into finitely many boxes by subdividing each / in the product I n -I x I x x I into segments. Let T be the collection of all these ^-dimensional boxes and all those faces which meet the interior of I*. For teT, we identify the box t with the function t: I n -> I n for which t(x) is the point of t closest to x (if x e t, t(x) = x). For t e T and /: I n -> X an m-f unction, we let f t = fot. LEMMA 
For f and Tas above, f =
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is the identity m-f unction on /*. (The functions are added here by considering them as m-f unctions.) Let {v t }T=ι be the ^-dimensional elements of T. Fix αeintt; fc , for some k. To each v if associate^*, the collection of elements, t, of T, such that t(α) = ^(α). We next show that {vf} partitions T and that each vf consists of those faces of Vi containing a special face t t . In general, for u a set formed by Cartesian product of subsets of each coordinate axis, let u k be the projection of u onto the fcth coordinate axis. We then write u = u x x u 2 x x u n . Given t e T, t(a) k is the point of t closest to a k . (t(a) k is either a k , one of the two endpoints of t k , or, if t k is a point, t k itself. Only one of these can occur.) So vf and vf are disjoint for i Φ j.
Let t e T be fixed. Suppose we replace some of the t k which are points by the interval in our subdivision of the kth coordinate axis with endpoint t k between a k and the other endpoint. Then the new Cartesian product gives us a box seT with s(a) = ί(α) and t a face of s. Making all possible such replacements, we get t 6 vf for some ί, with t a face of v t . Hence {vf} partitions T.
The elements of vf can be constructed from v t by considering
The new Cartesian product will give us an element of vf, and any element of vf is of this form. By making all such replacements we get t if the element of vf which we require. Now, for a e int v k , we have Σ s-Σ r). Note that the image of f t is the image of f\t. This lemma allows us to "break up" m-f unctions in a manner which corresponds to the subdivision operator on simplices used in simplicial homology. of f\W x has its image in some V t . Partition I* into cubes of mesh less than the Lebesgue number of the cover {W x } x&I n. Let T be the collection of these cubes together with those faces (of any dimension) which meet int/\ Then / -(Σ.e*< Γ >/. -Σreo (Γ >/r)(-l) by Lemma 4.2. For each teT,f t equals the sum of its component mfunctions, each of which has its image in some U a . We partition the component m-f unctions of f t and add so that f t = Σ« f ta and the image of f ta lies in U a . Letting f a = Σ«/««f the first part of the lemma is proved.
Suppose we choose Z a face of I n such that f\Z=0. For te T, let t be the set of points of t closest to Z.
We may assume that each projection Z k is either lor 0. If ([«] > r -Σseocm) β) = Σ«/ί*« (allowing some f t * a 's to be empty) so that the image of ffi a lies in U a (just by partitioning the components and summing as before). Note that for zeZ' -t' 9 f t * a has multiplicity zero at each image point of z. Let f* -Σffi a where we let t take one value in each equivalence class. Now f=Σfί so it remains to show that f*\Z=0 for each a. Fix aeZ f and let v be the single (^-dimensional) box in T containing a. Then v' = v and /* =/"* + Σ*'*./**. But f* a is just the sum of certain components of +/" and f v (a) = /(α). Since f\Z = 0, /«* has multiplicity zero at each image point of α. Hence fί\Z' -0. It follows that fa\Z-0 and we are done. 5* ikf-homotopy theory is a homology theory* In §2 we described m-homotopy theory, mπ n . We wish to show this is a homology theory. In §3 we proved the exact sequence axiom and noted that the functorial axioms are satisfied. We also noted that the dimension axiom is satisfied, i.e., that mπ o (Z) -R m where m is the number of path components of Z. We have neglected the case where n = 0. In this case, mπ o (F, J5) is essentially the possible finite assignments of multiplicities to components of Y B . Let X' be a component of X. If X f is disjoint from A, then X' is a component of X -U. If X' meets A, let X" be a component of X' -U. Suppose ueX"ΠU.
Then, since Ua int A, some neighborhood of u lies in A and also meets X". Hence X" meets A. On the other hand, if X"Π U-0 f then X" is a component of X and so X' Π U = 0 and X" = X'. In either case, X" meets A -ί7. So I 4 = (I -U) A _ π . It is now easy to check that £* is an isomorphism for w = 0 also. Hence m-homotopy theory is a homology theory. By uniqueness we can conclude that mπ n (X, A) = H n (X, A) where (X, A) is any compact polyhedral pair and H n is singular homology.
6. Examples; the Dold-Thom theorem* In this final section we consider the connections between m-homotopy groups, singular homology groups, and the Dold-Thom expression of homology groups as homotopy groups. EXAMPLE 6.2. Although m-functions are pointwise finite, they need not be globally or even locally finite. And / (say with R -Z or jβ) need not attain a maximum, even on a compact set. In Figure 1 we sketch the graph of an m-function /:/->/, such that as x/1, I f{x) I -• co and max^ f(x, y) -• °o. FIGURE 1 For an m-function, /, an ordinary point (as opposed to a tangent point) is a point (x, y) where / is locally single-valued (in [5] it is shown that in a neighborhood of an ordinary point / is a continuous function). Call a point x e X ordinary if {(x, y) \ y 6 f(x)} consists only of ordinary points. One can show that if X is Baire and Y is metric or 2nd countable then the ordinary points form an open dense subset of X. There are examples with X not Baire and Y = I such that X has no ordinary points. COROLLARY 6.3. M-homotopy theory each and m-homology theory (see [5] ; we denote this latter theory by mH n ) both satisfy the axiom
